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ISTA 130: Homework 3


Due June 7 at 11:59pm


1. (2 pt.) Write some code that asks a user how old they are, then wishes them “Happy Birthday”
for every birthday they’ve had, with a counter to keep track.


Example output:


How old are you?


5


Oh, I missed all your birthdays! I’ll make it up now.


Happy Birthday 1


Happy Birthday 2


Happy Birthday 3


Happy Birthday 4


Happy Birthday 5


2. (2 pt.) You are given a large spreadsheet with two columns that represent the score for two
basketball teams in a game. You don’t care what the score was, only which team won. Write
a function that takes two scores, and returns a number: 1 if the first team won, 2 if the second
team won, and 0 if the game was a tie.


3. (2 pt.) Create a function that converts miles to inches. Then create a function that converts
inches to centimeters. Then create a function that converts centimeters to kilometers. Finally,
write a line of code that uses these three functions together to convert miles to kilometers.


4. (2 pt.) Write a function called convert miles that takes a single parameter representing
distance in miles. The function does the following:


(a) calculates the distance in inches


(b) calculates the distance in kilometers


(c) calculates the distance in furlongs


(d) prints the three values:


>>> convert_miles(47.0)


2977920 inches


75.63916800000001 kilometers


5.875 furlongs
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5. (2 pt.) Write a function called in order that takes three numbers as parameters, and returns
True or False based on whether the numbers are in ascending order:


>>> in_order(3,6,9)


True


>>> in_order(3,9,6)


False


Here is a function that checks whether a number is a perfect square:


def is_a_square(n):


numroot = math.sqrt(n)


return (numroot == int(numroot))


6. (2 pt.) Using the is a square function, write a look for squares function. This function
should take a single number, and check if all the numbers less than or equal to that are
squares. When it finds a square, it should print out a message:


>>> look_for_squares(16)


1 is a square!


4 is a square!


9 is a square!


16 is a square!


7. (2 pt.) Using the is a square function, write a count squares function. This function
should take a single number, count how many of the numbers less than or equal to that are
squares, and return the count.


>>> count_squares(16)


4


8. (3 pt.) Consider a simple interactive geometry program. This program can calculate the area
of a triangle, circle, or square. The program first asks the user what shape they want. Then,
it asks them for the relevant measurements (base and height, radius, or side length). It then
reports the area of the shape.


(Hint: you should get the value of π from the math library)


Example output:


What shape: triangle, circle, or square?


circle


What is the radius?


2.627


The area of your circle is:


21.680536167875474
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1 What to turn in


Submit your hw03.py script to the Homework 1 Dropbox folder in D2L.


Total Points: 15 points possible
Extra Credit: 2 points possible


(There are 17 total points on the assignment; question 3 is nominally extra credit)
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